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Practical Matters
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Housekeeping
• All participants will be muted for the duration of the webinar.
• Please use the formal Q&A function to submit questions.
• You can ‘up vote’ your favourite questions.
• Presentation slides will be made available on the event Portal

• We are recording the webinar.
• A chat function is available and will be monitored.

Speakers

• Presenters
– Dr Branwen Hide, MSCA NCP and UKRO Senior European
Advisor
– Dr Peggy Assinck, MSCA Fellow, University of Edinburgh

• Moderator
– Nabil Ali, MSCA NCP and UKRO European Advisor

MSCA PF Webinar – Session 2
•

Intro to UKRO

•

UK Participation in Horizon Europe

•

Introduction to Postdoctoral Fellowships (very brief!)

•

Practical Matters;
– Project development
– Budget
– Role of supervisor
– Open Access
– Gender Equality

•

Case Study

About UKRO
• Mission
– Maximise UK engagement in EU-funded research,

innovation and higher education activities

• Our office
– Based in Brussels

– European office of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI)
– Delivers subscription-based advisory services for around
140 research organisations in the UK and beyond

• Horizon Europe National Contact Point
– Provides ERC and MSCA National Contact Point services
on behalf of the UK Government

UK’s Relationship with the EU
Horizon Europe Participation

UK’s Relationship with the EU
•

On 24 December 2020, the UK Government announced the
conclusions of the negotiations with the European Commission.

•

Included confirmation that the UK will associate to Horizon
Europe, which covers the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions (MSCA)

•

The agreement also included participation in:
– Joint Research Centre activities, Article 185 & 187 Partnerships, the EIT,
ERICs, ERAC, Euratom ITER, Copernicus and COST

•

The intent is for the UK to associate in time to participate from the
beginning of the programme
– Commission Official, Signe Ratso, the Deputy DG for Research and
Innovation recently provided re-assurance that it is also their expectation
that UK entities will be eligible to participate in the first calls.
– The UK is expected to soon become an associated country to the EU’s R&I
Framework Programme Horizon Europe. The UK will therefore have the
same rights and obligations as other countries associated to the
Programme (EC Q&A)

European Commission guidance

https://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions/news/horizon-europe-uk-participation_en

Postdoctoral Fellowships 2021
Business As Usual
• UK institutions are eligible as a Host organisation for the European Fellowships

• UK institutions are eligible as incoming Host organistions for Global fellowships
– UK institutions are NOT eligible as outing hosts for Global Fellowships

• UK has historically been very successful in hosting MSCA Individual Fellowships (precursor to

Postdoctoral Fellowships), so we would encourage researchers to apply with a UK host.
• Projects with a UK host organisation will not be evaluated differently by the European
Commission.

Sources of Further Information

•

UKRO website provides latest information on UK

participation
•

EC Q&A on UK’s Participation in Horizon Europe

•

The official statements on the EU-UK relationship are
available on a dedicated European Commission website

and the UK Government page.
•

UK Government provides information on EU Funded
Programmes under the Withdrawal Agreement.

•

Turing scheme for students to study and work abroad -

new UK programme replacing Erasmus+

Marie Curie Actions

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA)
Overview

MSCA Key Features
Operates on a ‘bottom-up’ basis

For any research and innovation ideas (basic research; market take-up)
Mobility (cross-border and cross-sector) is a key requirement
Enhance skills of people behind research and innovation
Strong participation across sectors
Dissemination and public engagement - public outreach
Gender Friendly and Inclusive – equal opportunities in the research content

MSC Actions

Timeline
Action

Date

Invitation to Submit Proposal

8 April 2020

Deadline for Submission

9 September 2020
17:00 Brussels Time

Evaluation of Proposals

October - December 2020

Information on Outcome of Evaluations
Indicative Date for Signing the Grant
Agreement
Prospective Start Date

February 2021
February - March 2021
March 2021 - September 2022

Submit Early, Submit Often
Commission collects proposals at Deadline

Postdoctoral Fellowships – two Types
European Fellowships
(12-24 months)

Global Fellowships
(12-24 months) + (12 month return phase)

MS/AC

MS/AC
outgoing

Any Country

MS/AC

Third Country
return

❑ Specific eligibility criteria

❑ All subject areas including Euratom
❑ Apply to 8 subject panels regardless of fellowship type
❑ Projects can include research visits, short trips, secondments, non-academic sector placement etc

❖ Questions on eligibility please contact mariecurie-uk@ukro.ac.uk

Practical Matters
MSCA-PF-2021

Beyond Just a Research Project
Knowledge exchange
• Between the fellow and host and any partner organisations
Career development (training)
• Research Skills: This are core skills relating to your project. Training Through Research
• Additional Research Skills: These are research skills that will advance your competencies in the
research areas.
• Transferable & Complementary Skills: Transferable skills are the skills you acquire and transfer to
future employment settings. Training Through Research or additional courses.
• Training Through Research: detail the core & advanced research skills you will develop and how
your supervisor/host environment/partner organisations/short visits will enable you to develop
them
Brings together
• Research and Training
• Researcher and Supervisor/host

Joined up Approach
• The best proposals have input from
all 3 entities

Fellow

• The Supervisor has a key role in the
proposal
• Make sure you know who at your

host institution to include for support
• Make sure you work closely with
colleagues to set expectations and
avoid surprises!

Institution

Supervisor

The Project – The Researcher
Potential to reach or reenforce professional
maturity/independence
during the fellowship

Integration into the
team/institution

Clear demonstration of
experience, competences
and skills - relative to
their career Stage

Future career prospects
after the fellowship

Transfer of knowledge

Clear scientific and
training goals

CV of the researcher
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Follow the template
Include ORCID ID
Provide full dates that match those in Part A!
research career gaps and/or unconventional paths should be clearly explained
Can use narrative to help highlight key achievements
track record is evaluated against other researchers in your career stage, discipline and sector (academic/nonacademic
If you are not the first or lead author on publications, briefly explain your contribution
Include bibliographic information for publications
Conference/seminar participation
– were you invited/did you organize the event, were you selected via peer review/talk/poster presentation/panel member…

•

include all your areas of experience:
– teaching, reviewing, consultancy, intersectoral experience, supervision, event organisation, public outreach, committee involvement
– Think about all your activities, including public engagement activities, that can help to demonstrate your:
• ability to reach and re-enforce a position of professional maturity in research,
• excellence and expertise
• ability to benefit from the fellowship
• to transfer knowledge

The Project - Scientific Element
Have a clear research question(s)

Novelty vs State of the art

highlight
Interdisciplinarity,
Intersectoral
opportunitie
s/elements

Consider
gender
aspects &
Open
Science

Scientific
Impact

Realistic and well-defined research objectives

Research
objectives
should link
to methods

Link
between
research &
training
objectives

Have a plan
for
exploitation,
disseminatio
n&
communicati
on

Know how
this will be
done within
the budget

Where will
activities
take place
and why

Common Questions
•

What do they mean by novelty in relation to the state of the art
– Novelty = what are the innovative aspects of the project? E.g new idea, new method, the application of an existing method in a
new way or to a different research area, new product, application of better solutions that meet new or exiting
requirements/needs
• Use of equipment, technique, method to investigate a piece of research in novel way; Advancement in research being
carried out in the host.; New analysis, concept, method that will be implemented; Next stage of development; Working with
a mix of disciplines beyond the field; Non-academic & academic collaboration; Communication the research area to a nonscientific audience.; Receiving a mix of specific and transferable skills in a certain research field.

•

What is meant by project’s contribution to the expected scientific, societal and economic impacts
– Impact = the new knowledge/ideas/outputs that will be generated by the project,
• Important to think about dissemination, exploitation and communication of results in order to achieve expected impact if
applicable describe potential commercialization and how intellectual property rights will be dealt with

The Project - Training Element
Have clear training needs
Training-through research

interdisciplinary &
Inter-sectoral
experience

Long term
employability
(Personal
impact)

widen the
competences
of the
researcher

Realistic and well-defined career advancement objectives

Link between
research &
training
objectives

Based on
research
needs of the
project

Includes
transferable
skills

Links to the
quality of the
supervision
and two way
transfer of
knowledge

Where will the
activities take
place and why

Think about
budget

Typical Training Examples
Examples of transferable skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entrepreneurship & innovation
Grant writing
Patent applications
IPR Management and Patenting
Leadership/Influencing courses
Project management
People management
Presentation skills
Public engagement
Ethics in Research (RRI)
CV preparation
interview skills

Examples of advanced research skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training in new techniques
Open science
Data management
Scientific writing
Experimental design
Qualitative & quantitative methods
User design
Gender dimension of research

Career Development Plan
• Mandatory Deliverable if Successful
• Most Effective to Start Now!
– what are the fellows over all career goal?
– What do you want to achieve through the fellowship?
– What will you achieve that wasn’t possible without it?
– Where do you want to be when the fellowship finishes?

https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/career-development

https://euraxess-reflex.saia.sk/en/main/reflex-app/
https://youtu.be/2-Bx06o46PY

– How will this accelerate your career?
– What are the training activities that will help you achieve these goals?

Supervisor
•

The best proposals are constructed where the Supervisor has an active role in their development.

•

Appropriate level of supervision depends on the career stage of both parties, and the expectations of the project
– There is no “correct” formula

•

Can be built on an existing collaborative relationship;

•

Justify this in the application
– Why will this be beneficial? How will this change during the fellowship? How will the fellow gain independence/ maturity?

•

For less experienced supervisors;
– Justify their involvement – don’t leave it to the evaluators to read between the lines
• They gain experience in EU funding; They have the opportunity to grow their group They are developing their own career
–

•

Highlight any mentorship/support for the supervisor

Understand how the relationship will work day to day

Commitment
• Supervisor needs to be committed and involved for the full duration of the fellowship
– Hard to justify if supervisor is likely to retire/become emeritus during the fellowship

• Clear from the application that they have the time to dedicate to the required supervision

• Supervisor can be involved with multiple applications, and hence multiple fellows;
– Justify commitment to the individual

• Make sure that the supervisor is on board with the career development plans
– Support for training activities
– Aware of fellow’s training needs/aspirations
– Set expectations for research/training split

• New MSCA Guidelines on Supervision

Institution
•

The institution needs to be aware of the submission

•

They often have standard text for the “Participating Organisations” section;
– Facilities available; info on previous grants (track record and ability to support fellowship); examples

•

Institution will have a specific role
– Why the best place to undertake the project?
– How will you be integrated into the institution;
– What support is available?
– What access will you be given?

•

Employed on an employment contract
– Equivalent benefits and rights

•

Talk to the Research Support Office, Human Resources or Payroll if you have questions

•

Make sure you work closely with colleagues to set expectations and avoid surprises!

Things to think about
•

Role between the supervisor/mentor and the fellow
– Consider what the fellow intends to learn from the

supervisor to expand there understanding what kinds of
activities would be useful?
•

The two way transfer of knowledge
–

is not just limited to the supervisor, but can also
include other team members/colleagues from the
department/school/centre etc.

– Can be through 1:1 meetings, attendance of
seminars/lectures/meetings etc.
• The fellow should not only attend but actively
contribute to such activities - they are providing
their knowledge/experience to the supervisor/other
colleagues etc.

Other mentoring arrangements
• Based on the needs of the project can include
additional individuals in mentoring /superiors role
• Can be located in the same intuition, or elsewhere
• Can be included here:
– Quality of the supervision and of the integration in the

team/institution
– Appropriateness of the management structure and
procedures, including risk management
– Appropriateness of the institutional environment
(infrastructure)

Secondments, research trips, placements

Secondments
•

Are optional but must be integral part of the research proposal

•

Must be in line with the project objectives and training needs of the research

•

must add significant value and impact to the fellowship

•

Inter-sectoral secondments encouraged

•

The secondment host organisation can be located anywhere in the world, including third countries

•

No mobility requirement

•

Encouraged as a tool for inter-sectoral experience, knowledge transfer and career development

•

Quality and degree of involvement of partner organisations and the impact of the secondments will be
assessed.

•

Clear supervisory arrangements at secondment host organisation

•

Should be planned in advance – but organisation does not need to be named in the proposal

Secondment Duration
Fellowship

Duration

European Postdoctoral Fellowships

up to one third of the fellowship duration

Global Postdoctoral Fellowships

• p to one third of the outgoing phase.
• A maximum of three months can be spent at
the start of the project at the beneficiary (or
any other organisation mentioned in the
description of the action)
• cannot take place during the mandatory
return period

Short Stay (research visits, filed work etc.)
• No definition of ‘short stay’

• Are optional
• No defined duration, can take place anywhere including third countries
• Can take place at any time of the fellowship
– including the return phase of a global fellowship

• NO defined supervisor arrangements at the place of the visit
• Can be planed in advance, or in line with the research and training needs of the fellow

• Should only represent a small part of the action

Placements – ‘NEW’
• Optional but must be an integral part of the proposal

• Can only occur in the in the non-academic sector
• Must have added-value for the project and for the career development of the researcher
• Placement host must located in an EU Member State or Horizon Europe Associated Country
• For fellows recruited at an non-academic sector organisatiosn the placement must be undertaken
at a different non-academic host organisation
• Will be subject to evaluation
• Additional period of up to six months at the end of the fellowship
– Extends the duration of the fellowship

• Clear supervisory arrangements

Financial Considerations
MSCA-PF-2021

Proposed Budget
•

Funding based fully on unit costs, multiplied by requested person months

•

Automated calculation of budget when person months filled into application

Researcher Unit Costs
(Contributions for recruited researchers Per person-month)

Institutional Unit Costs
(Institutional unit contributions Per
person-month)

Living
Allowance

Mobility
Allowance

Family
Allowance

Long-term Leave
Allowance

Special Needs
Allowance

Research, training
and networking
contribution

Management and
indirect
contribution

EUR 5 080

EUR 600

EUR 660

EUR 5 680 x %
covered by the
beneficiary

Requested unit x
(1/number of
months)

EUR 1 000

EUR 650

Researcher unit cost
Researcher Unit Costs
(Contributions for recruited researchers Per person-month)

Institutional Unit Costs
(Institutional unit contributions Per person-month)

Living
Allowance

Mobility
Allowance

Family
Allowance

Long-term Leave
Allowance

Special Needs
Allowance

Research, training and
networking contribution

Management and
indirect contribution

EUR 5 080

EUR 600

EUR 660

EUR 5 680 x % covered
by the beneficiary

Requested unit x
(1/number of months)

EUR 1 000

EUR 650

• Institutions strongly advised to explain how the salary will be calculated
• UK institution apply a conservative exchange rate
• Protects the institution and fellow from fluctuations

• This usually leads to an underpayment, corrected at the end of the fellowship with a lump sum payment
• Pension Contributions: may automatically be enrolled into a pension scheme (usual as part of employment contract),
may have set amount of time to “opt out”
• Living Allowance subject to Country Correction Coefficient - 136,9%% for the UK
• Family allowance requested when/if the need arises

Researcher unit cost – New Allowances
Researcher Unit Costs
(Contributions for recruited researchers Per person-month)

Institutional Unit Costs
(Institutional unit contributions Per person-month)

Living
Allowance

Mobility
Allowance

Family
Allowance

Long-term Leave
Allowance

Special Needs
Allowance

Research, training and
networking contribution

Management and
indirect contribution

EUR 5 080

EUR 600

EUR 660

EUR 5 680 x % covered
by the beneficiary

Requested unit x
(1/number of months)

EUR 1 000

EUR 650

• long-term leave allowance
• requested when/if the need arises
• All other allowances and contributions are set to ‘0’

• % covered by the beneficiary will depend on national legislation and internal policies
• Special Needs Allowance
• requested when/if the need arises
• Likely to be managed by the beneficiary and claimed according to internal policies

Institutional Unit Costs
Researcher Unit Costs
(Contributions for recruited researchers Per person-month)

Institutional Unit Costs
(Institutional unit contributions Per person-month)

Living
Allowance

Mobility
Allowance

Family
Allowance

Long-term Leave
Allowance

Special Needs
Allowance

Research, training and
networking contribution

Management and
indirect contribution

EUR 5 080

EUR 600

EUR 660

EUR 5 680 x % covered
by the beneficiary

Requested unit x
(1/number of months)

EUR 1 000

EUR 650

• Eligibility of the institutional costs is conditional on the eligibility of the researcher unit costs
• The host will want records that prove eligibility
• Managed by the host institution according to usual internal policies
• Travel policy, Purchase policy etc.
• Research, training and networking costs
• Activities must contribute to research and training programme
• Management and Indirect Costs
• Covers general costs of the host institution, connected to organising and implementing the fellowship
• Agreement in place to set out redistribution of funds to associated partners

Examples of Research Training and Networking Costs

•
•

•

Costs for research

•

Lab materials/consumables

expenses

•

Books/Materials

Costs for visa-related fees •
and travel expenses
•

Publication Costs

Costs arising from

•

Language Courses

•

Software

•

Consumables

•

Membership fees

•

Transferable skills

•

The Entrepreneurship

secondments (e.g. travel
costs, accommodation)
•

Conferences,

•

Field work

•

Research trips

•

Training

•

Seminars

Library Records

Competence Framework

Additional Funding
• The host institution or fellow can receive additional funding for equipment
– But the same costs cannot reimbursed by both grants

• The researcher cannot not receive income (personnel costs) than those received from the
beneficiary (for activities carried out in the frame of the action)
• Unless there is part time working arrangements

• No double funding
• EC FAQ dated 8 July 2020
• Same principle for OA, communication & dissemination, public engagement activities and
travel

Dissemination, Exploitation, Communication and Public
Engagement
MSCA-PF-2021

What do we mean
Dissemination

Exploitation

Communication

• Promotion and raising
awareness of project
results

• is the use of results for
commercial purposes or
in public policymaking.

• Making your research
activities known to society

Results
•
•
•
•

Products (material, prototype, software, algorithms, …)
Services (training, advise)
Knowledge (policy, data, methodology, …)
Performance, installation,

Things to think about
Have clear plan for
communication,
dissemination and
exploitation

Describe the target audiences and
key stakeholders :
• e.g. university students, schools, end
users, media , community groups,
charities general public, scientific
community, industry, professional
organisations, policy makers, etc.

Achievements, expectations,
project activities, lessons
learned,

Institutions often have
teams that can help/support
these activities

Why does the target
audience need to know
about the action/results
• Think about the key messages you
wish to communicate and why

Activities occur throughout
the entire project's lifetime –
not just at the end

Be creative and consider all
options

Can be linked to training &
research objectives and
activities

Detail the activities you will use
• e.g. conferences, industry events,
journal publications, workshops, social
media, tradeshows, book chapter,
collaborative research, produce
development, spinoff , social media,
going into schools, institutional
organised public engagement events

Document the outreach
activities (with short articles,
blogs, photos, tweets, etc)

One way vs two way
communication

Evaluated under Impact

Open Science
•

Continuation of the open science policy developed under Horizon 2020
– further advances, requiring research data to be FAIR and open by default.

•

Encouraging uptake of Open Science practices through funding
– including for activities to enhance researcher skills in Open Science and support reward systems

•

Open access to scientific publications
– Immediate open access via repository at the latest upon publication under open licence

•

From open research data pilot to responsible research data management
– All research data must be managed in line with FAIR principles, with data management plan as a standard deliverable

•

Open access to research data via repository under principle ‘as open as possible, as closed as
necessary’

•

Open Research Europe – OA publishing platform for Horizon 2020 Horizon Europe funded research
❖ Monitoring system to ensure compliance with Horizon Europe provisions
❖ Evaluation Criteria under Excellence

Gender in Research
MSCA-PF-2021

Gender Dimension of Research
• Adds a valuable dimension to research
and take it in a new direction
• Gender bias also leads to missed
market opportunities
• ensures excellence and quality in
outcomes and enhancing
sustainability.
• Adds value to society by making
research more responsive to social
needs
❖ Evaluation Criteria under Excellence

How do you know if sex/gender is relevant to your project?

Related Resources
•

Promoting Gender Equality in Research and Innovation

•

incorporating gender in H2020 proposal

•

H2020 Online Manual – Gender Equality

•

Case studies Gender Innovations

•

Toolkit and Training – How to make research gender sensitive

•

European Institute for Gender Equality- Gender Equality in Academia and Research

•

Gender Action –Series of webinars on including gender in H2020 proposals

•

H2020 Gender Advisory Group paper – better integration of gender in work programme development

•

Understanding gender dimension for MSCA projects - video

Additional Information
• Horizon Europe
– MSCA Green Charter
– MSCA Guide for Supervisors

• Horizon 2020
– MSCA 2018-2020 Work Programme
– 2020 Guide for Applicants
– NET4Mobility+ Network of MSCA NCPs
– H2020 Annotated Model Grant Agreement
– Marie Curie Alumni Association
– EURAXESS REFEX (Career Development App)

Further UKRO MSCA Webinars: Postdoctoral Fellowships 2021
Session 1: Overview and Eligibility Rules (22 April 2021)
Provided a comprehensive overview of the MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowship scheme,
the budget and where to find further information
Session 3: Process for submission and Evaluation (4 May 2021)
Submission process and Evaluation Criteria
Evaluators’ experience
MSCA NCP Drop In Sessions (to be announced)
www.ukro.ac.uk for Registration Details

Thank you!

